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From: steves_mail@email.com f 11 -* r
Sent: Saturday, January 02,2010 9:12 PM 1 \Z v " \
To: EP, RegComments
Subject: proposed regulations for wood boilers ^

This is really about Property rights and freedom. The problem is the gree# # l f Gpntgred individuals who were
unintelligent enough to actually purchase one of these things don't know that free^in # # ^bperty rights are a
2 way street. I should not have a right to dump my raw sewage on your property. If we were neighbors and I
would target shoot everyday, the bullets should not cross the property line. Smoke crossing a property line is
trespassing. No one should have to have their rights to enjoy their own home taken from them just because
these nit wits think their saving a buck.

I know what I am about to suggest isn't worth the time, but for what its worth. This whole proposal is useless
because you are not addressing the problems. Putting a taller stack on these existing units wont do jack. I don't
think there is a single person in the Department Environmental Protection that has the guts to say this is wrong
and we are not going to allow it! Instead we will all just turn our cheek and pretend we have actually done
something with this proposal.

I strongly have my doubts about these new phase 2 super boilers since everything these companies have said
about their product have been a lie. If you think they are so great why don't we set a time period for the
removal of the earlier ones. Why is everyone so afraid to say to these idiots, they screwed up and the rest of us
are not going to pay the price! Are some going to be upset, of course that's life they will get over it, which will
be much easier than the poor people with lung cancer.

Sorry for the over assertiveness but I really expected a much more stringent proposal.

Steve Jones
1188 Highland Dr
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055


